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INTRODUCTION 
 

COJEP International, headquartered in Strasbourg and 
represented in 15 European countries; It is an international 
organization accredited to the Council of  Europe, the 
United Nations, the European Parliament, the OSCE, the 
European Agency for Fundamental Rights and UNESCO. It 
conducts international activities in the field of  youth, 
racism and discrimination, democratic participation and 
equal rights. 

To draw attention to injustices in the world and in 
international organizations Cojep launched the project « 
Take action for multiculturalism ! Do something for a just 
world!». The project plans a campaign, which will last for 3 
years, was started in 2019 with the theme of  «  African 
year». During the year, conferences were held with African 
non-governmental organizations such as GCJR, ODES, 
PASTEF, CIRID, AIJEIP and Pan African League UMOJA. 

In international organizations such as United Nations New York, United Nations Geneva, 
Unesco Paris, important activist academics and politicians participated in the conferences 
and the contributions that Africa could offer to world peace with its potential experience and 
historical accumulation were discussed. Emphasizing the bloody colonial history of  Africa, it 
was emphasized that Africa should be left to the Africans. Different non-governmental 
organizations gained experience to do something for a fair world. To this end, it was 
emphasized that the awareness of  justice from different civil society organizations that came 
together was something so precious that it would not be left to politicians alone. 

The same is possible for Asia ! The second year of  our campaign to « Do something for a fair 
world» started at UNESCO on January 16th, 2020 on the theme of  «The historical context of  
Asia. Asia today and its potential !» . After, different events during 2020 will be organized at 
European Parliament, Council of  Europe, the United Nations in Geneva and the United 
Nations in New York. These events will be organized with important civil society 
organizations of  Asia and will be realized with the participation of  activist, academics and 
politicians. So, this second report therefore takes over the second event of  the year for Asia, 
organized at the United Nations in New York on February 19, 2020 during the social 
development commission followed by an executive gala dinner and meetings with members 
of  the civil society. 

With the Year of  America and Europe in 2021, the first phase of  our three-year «Do 
something for a fair world » campaign will be completed. At the end of  the third year, we will 
form a global NGO form for global justice with our associations from Africa, Asia, America 
and Europe working together for a fair world. This forum will map the road to our quest for 
global justice in the coming years. 

With these words I wish you a pleasant reading of  our report of  our second event and I would 
like to thank you again Tika and YTB for their support in this project. 

- «Justice forever, Freedom forever» - 
Ali Gedikoğlu, 

Chairman of  Cojep international. 





OUR PRINCIPAL PARTNERS  
 

 

 

OUR SECONDARY PARTNER  

 



the PARTS OF OUR EVENT   

1.SIDE EVENT at United Nations during the 58th Commission of  social development at room 

CR12 between 3and 4:15 pm.  

2. EXECUTIVE GALA DINNER at Hilton Millenium Hotel United Nations Plaza, Manhattan. 

3. The COJEP AWARDS CEREMONY "justice and freedom" 

4. MEETINGS with the members of  civil society.   



SIDE EVENT AT UNITED NATIONS :  

« For a fairer world: tackling homelessness in Asia, social protection, 
necessity and insufficiency». 

On February 19th, 2020 Cojep International in collaboration with Fowpal Organized a 
powerful conference at the United nations headquarters in parallel with the Commission on 
Social Development its second event as part of  its project "Acts in favor of  multiculturalism 
for a fairer world - Year of  Asia ” to discuss the social potential of  Asia. 

This powerful UN conference was followed by an Executive VIP dinner at the Ambassador 
Grill at the Millennium Hilton Hotel New York, coordinated by Ambassador Hugues Sanon, 
special envoy/international relations at United nations for Cojep international. 

During this UN conference co-organized by COJEP International and FOWPAL at United 
Nations headquarters, Wednesday, Feb. 19, 2020. Mr. Ali Gedikoglu and  Dr. Hong, Tao-Tze, 
gathered with some powerful elected officials, UN Ambassadors and civil society as he 
delivers remarks emphasizing the importance of  fostering a culture of  conscience for to 
bring peace, liberty and justice forever in the world.  

In order to make the world aware of  the needs of  a fairer world, at the Executive VIP dinner 
co-organized by Cojep international and Fowpal at the Millennium Hilton Hotel followed by the 
conference in United Nations headquarters in New York, the  Cojep "justice and freedom" 
awards were presented to Congress members, US Senate, diplomats  and very successful 
persons:  

- Mr. New York State Deputy Philip Ramos. 

- Dr. Hong Tao-Tze, president of  the Fowpal foundation. 

- Union New Jersey Mayor, Ms. Michelle Delesfort. 

- Mr. Dr. Bryan D. Williams, Asian specialist, humanitarian.  

- The head of  a drug-free world foundation, Dr. Bernard Fialkoff. 

- Dr. Himrod Ambroise from International faith ministries.  

- Dr. Samarth Joseph, Head of   Espoir youth program. 

- Mr. Bernard Georges, founder of  the new bridge building foundation for the success of  
Haiti. 

This major gala dinner at the prestigious Ambassador Grill restaurant, was an opportunity for 
Cojep international to once again affirm its desire to seek justice and peace for all in the 
world.  

Asian culture was presented at the Gala with the presentation of  Asian cultural dance but 
also a fashion show representing the dress codes of  Asia. The great Fashion designer and 
producer Ms. Nelly Nastase, who is also the special adviser of  Ambassador Hugues Sanon 
was in charge of  every aspect of  the runway fashion show at this high profiled gala.  



Beautiful dresses of  Miau by Clara Rotescu were displayed beautifully on the models present 
at the Fashion show. Ms. Nelly Nastase was Awarded by the New York state Senate for her 
outstanding promotion and support of  the multiculturalism,  arts and musics, Fashion and 
dance.  The top Indian Designer, Mr. Prashant Goyal  from the Heritage India Fashions was 
also present during event.  Heritage India Fashions has been a global leader in Indian Ethnic 
Fashion.  With over a million customers globally, designer Prashant Goyal has even greater 
visions for his company. Prashant designed pieces for Disney productions, the film Eat Pray 
Love, which starred Julia Roberts, and has designed for several government officials, 
including an narkali gown for Congresswoman Carolyn B. Maloney. 

All members of  the Cojep team Mr. Ali Gedikoglu, President of  Cojep, Mr. Celil Yilmaz, 
secretary general, Ms. Sati Arik, Ms. Ifakat Yuna, Ms. Dudu Keles, Ms. Emanuealla Dupoint 
Dujour and Mr. Hugues Sanon coordinators of  international relations of  Cojep have received 
proclamations, citations, certificates of  merit from the congress and the US Senate on behalf  
of  Senator David Carlucci, Anna Kaplan and Assemblyman Phillip Ramos.  

During the gala, Cojep's partner, Fowpal also gave a presentation about the day of  
conscience and performed the ring ceremony accompanied by its award ceremony. 

Mr. Ali Gedikoglu, President of  Cojep international, rang the Bell and said, «  Peace is 
impossible without justice, justice first ».  

In 1999, the world saw three massive earthquakes. In observation of  the incredible balancing 
acts of  nature, Dr. Hong, Tao-Tze, hosted an event to pray for blessings for all in September 
1999 and pointed out the importance of  sincere kindness and expressed his hope that the 
spirit of  love and peace would spread around the world in a declaration titled “Love of  the 
World, A Wish for Peace.”  

In 2000, Dr. Hong established FOWPAL in California, USA. FOWPAL has been dedicated to 
promoting love, peace, and sustainable development through various means, such as holding 
peace conferences, having dialogues with visionary leaders, hosting ceremonies of  ringing 
the Bell of  World Peace and Love, and conducting cultural exchanges. 

The United Nations’ designation of  April 5th as the International Day of  Conscience serves to 
remind people to engage in self-reflection and improve themselves and their communities. 
This also serves as a crucial turning point for the transformation of  the world. They believe 
this is the most fundamental way to change the world for the better and make world peace a 
reality.   

After the United Nations’ declaration of  April 5 the International Day of  Conscience on July 
25, 2019, each month FOWPAL is engaged in various events to promote the day.  
On February 5, 2019, FOWPAL launched a global endorsement campaign for the Declaration 
of  International Day of  Conscience at the United Nations in New York. To date, the 
declaration has been translated into 41 languages and endorsed by people in 182 nations.  

The Gala ended with speeches of  thanks. 

Cojep international is a movement that works for justice and peace in the world! 



MODERATOR: 

Mr. Hugues Sanon, 
Representative of  COJEP at the United Nations. 

OPENING SPEECHS :  

1. Mr. Ali Gedikoglu, President of  Cojep international. 

2. Mr. Dr. Hong Tao-Tze, President of  Fowpal.  

3. Ms. Michelle Delisfort, Mayor of  Union New-Jersey.  

PANELIST:  

1. Mr. Mohamed Al Hassan, Ambassador of  Oman. 

2. Honorable Assemblyman New-York State Phillip Ramos. 

3. Mr. Dr. Bryan D. Williams, Asian specialist, humanitarian. 

4. Mr. Daniel Mckee, Governor of  Rhode Island  

5. Mr. Dr. Bernard Fialkoff, President of  Foundation for a Drug free World. 

6. Ms. Sati Arik, lawyer and coordinator of  international relations of  Cojep international.  

7.  Mr. Celil Yilmaz, General Secretary of  Cojep international.  

8. Mr. Sahil Gasimov, President of  Azerbaijan European Congress. 



SUBJECTS AND MAJOR AXES 

SUBJECT : «For a fairer world: tackling homelessness in Asia, social protection, necessity 
and insufficiency ».  

MAJOR AXES:  

• role of  Asia today in Peace; 

• role of  Asia today in economy and social development; 

• actions in the fields of  democracy and human rights;  

• necessary question  to take into account today the current status of  Asia; 

• potential of  Asia and its good practices;  

• The medias and their influences;  

• Presentation of  actions of  the civil society of  Asia in the world; 

• The question of  an equal and just representation of  asian structures in the international 
organizations.  

Room CR12 at United Nations during event.  



THE PARTS OF SPEECHS

MR. HUGUES SANON, REPRESENTATIVE OF COJEP INTERNATIONAL AT NEW-YORK  

Excellences, distinguish Ambassadors, delegates, 
 distinguished guests, ladies and gentlemen, 

My name is Hugues Sanon and I am the special 
envoy/international relations to United nations for 
the council for justice, Equality and peace 
international. 

Your presence here this afternoon shows that 
there is a shared determination and commitment 
to bring more attention to human rights, and to 
help improve social  problems in the world such as: 
inequality, climate change,  discrimination, human 
trafficking, wars and problem of  homelessness in 
a more effective way. 

Thanks to the United Nations for giving us this global platform to raise and discuss these 
most difficult issues and maintaining international peace and security and promotes 
sustainable development; It's our world and our future. So, we all must have our says.  

That is why, COJEP International and FOWPAL organize this very importance conference 
during the 58th session of  the commission for social development at the United Nations in 
New York on this February 19, 2020.  

Yes! Asian cultures are known for their richness, diversity, heritage and inclusiveness. 
Countries across Asia speak, dress and eat in different and unique ways, creating a broad 
spectrum of  rich cultures. 

But, the problem of  poverty,   homelessness and inequality in Asia have been   topics of  
conversation around the world in recent years.   

I would like to conclude by reminding you of  our responsibility to protect and guarantee the 
basic human rights of  all people who are residing within our territory.  



MR. ALI GEDIKOGLU, PRESIDENT OF COJEP INTERNATIONAL   

Cojep it’s a movement fighting for «  justice for all, 
and freedom for all ».  

It is a movement that calls people first to ensure 
justice and freedom for all; Without any racial, 
religious or racial discrimination, it is a movement 
that says first of  all the human. The human who is the 
most superior creature and for whom justice and 
freedom merge within it in harmony. 

The Iranian poet says that « all the rivers of  the world 
are not enough to quench a person's thirst for 
justice ». But this justice has been captured by the 
oppressors for many years. Cruelty manipulates 
oppressed nations, uses wars for invasive purposes. 

Justice and freedom are prisoners in the hands of  the oppressors. Freedom and justice must 
first be freed from the captivity of  the oppressors so that one can find peace. 

Cruel people hurt human dignity. The oppressors take captives first these oppressed nations 
and then deliver them to the dictators, this with showing them justice and freedom. 

Anyone who says human first and keeps human dignity above all should act together to 
disrupt this game. Cojep calls on civil society organizations, International organizations, 
politicians and the media to break this game. 

This year we are here for Asian people's demands for justice and freedom. 
Asian peoples also have the right to live and be represented equally and equitably: We stand 
alongside the Asian people. 

For this, I repeat again the emblem of  Cojep international : «Forever justice forever freedom». 

  



MR. DR. HONG TAO-TZE, PRESIDENT OF FOWPAL  

The value of  multiculturalism lies the respect for and 
appreciation of  differences, and people can use the 
essence of  wisdom from different cultures as nutrients 
for sustainable development.By treating others equally 
and truly acknowledging that all people regardless of  
culture, race, and religion are world citizens and enjoy 
the equal right to life, we can gradually make our world 
more just.  

In order to achieve sustainability, we need to have good 
culture. A fine culture nurtures a quality education, 
which is essential to a healthy economy.  

Only with the connections, exchanges, and balance 
created in a good economy, can we build a loving and 
prosperous world where we coexist peacefully. elder 

May all our families and friends enjoy happiness under the shelter of  conscience. May a 
culture of  conscience prevail and the world become strong, healthy, prosperous, happy and 
sustainable.  

MS. MICHELLE DELISFORT, MAYOR OF UNION NEW-JERSEY  

Ms. Delisfort, mayor of  Union New-Jersey and had my 
Master degree on political sciences. My special research 
field is sustainable and economic development.  

My understanding of  homelessness and Asia communities, 
it’s significant and important. Homeless it’s a big challenge 
and essential to consider.  

Many factors focused on size, regions and economic 
development. Based on statistics 7.2 % asian peoples living 
on poverty. That causes disproportion in the world.  

It’s critical to see it’s hard to promote equal opportunities 
on all areas regardless racial, ethnic and religions. 

We must promote sustainable policies.  



MR. MOHAMED AL HASSAN, AMBASSADOR OF OMAN  

Homelessness it’s a problem that should not exist if  we talk 
about sustainable development in the societies. We need to 
never see homelessness in the world, but, statistic, not very 
reliable due to the definition of  homelessness. 

In 2005, hundred million people was homelessness. 1.6 billion 
people lacked homes. We expect it will be continue and 
increase  with the effect of  climate change, global economy 
and natural disasters. One of  main reasons it’s poverty which 
pushes with immigration and to search new opportunities 
outside it countries.  

For to provide houses, it just depends how each countries 
research solution. Oman for example take some many solution 
and measures with method : family network, social security, 
social assistance.  

HONORABLE ASSEMBLYMAN NEW-YORK STATE PHILLIP RAMOS  

Thank you for good work of  Cojep international and 
Fowpal. New York State is the most diverse state. 
The issue of  homelessness of  Asian countries, is 
also here at United States or in another countries. 
It’s a global problem. 

We see in Asia we have homelessness due to some 
economical problems. The homelessness begin 
with display societies. The leaders should be stop 
to monopolizing a segment of  societies and 
dynamiting all segments of  societies, and with this 
avoid marginalization. Because marginalizing 
groups or refugees can be homelessness.  

For example, creating religious restrictions, such as muslims bands, it’s a case  
homelessness. United Nations it’s a important organization for this. For this, thank you for 
your good work and don’t forget to focused on United Nations.  



MR. DR. BRYAN D. WILLIAMS, ASIAN SPECIALIST, HUMANITARIAN  

 
I resident on Canada, and I had chance to travel on world.  
I lived also in much Asia countries. I just want to say we can 
see a progress in Asia.  
We are also face an challenges, that involved: 
homelessness, inequality,  poverty it’s common problem for 
largest Asian countries such as India, Indonesia, China. We 
need multipolar politics and need to develop rapidly 
economy.  
For example, this year Asia become the largest economy on 
industry. But for to achieve, population should make all for 
to access to create a fairer world. We need to have 
investment in infrastructures, economic growth, job quality, 
development should continue to raise sustainable cities. I 
am confident, for yesterday, today and future, and forever 
we ill continue to provide resources and opportunities for to 
needed most for Asia.  

MR. DANIEL MCKEE, GOVERNOR OF RHODE ISLAND  

I happy to be here with in company of  people which 
discuss about homelessness issues and focused on 
Asia. We do locally our best for to discuss issues of  
communities. I would like to just say this affair is very 
important.  

For asian issues we have group for asian affairs, and 
for example we will have next week lunch with 
executive directors, I like very good this idea to talk 
about equality issues. My dad gave me message many 
years ago the «  grand success arrive always with 
small way  », for this congratulations for this event 
which is our first step.  



MR. DR. BERNARD FIALKOFF, PRESIDENT OF FOUNDATION FOR A DRUG FREE 
WORLD  

Thank you so much for this invitation. « Justice forever, 
Freedom forever», It’s a wonderful goal of  Cojep  don’t 
agree ? I am president for foundation of  Drug free 
World. That  ’s today it ’s the subject about 
homelessness 

How we can prevent homelessness ? We can with by 
people cooperation. We need to educate people. For 
this I believe, future of  man it’s in the hand of  
education.  

MS. SATI ARIK, LAWYER AND COORDINATOR OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS OF 
COJEP INTERNATIONAL 

Let's start by first expressing the importance of  
Asia.I mean by that, Asia is the center of  history 
and the heart of  world civilization. It’s the place 
where all religions and cultures meet and great 
personalities, heroes emerged.  

Famous Turkish writer Cemil Meriç said, “The sun 
rises from the East”. Many names such as 
Descartes, Spinoza, Goethe, Kant, took inspiration 

from Asian philosophers like İbn - Sina, Farabi, İbn-

i Tufeyl, İbn-i Haldun, İbn-i Rüşd, Confucius, and many more . Behind the civilization 
consciousness and accumulation that humanity has reached today, this contribution of  Asian 
philosophers should never be forgotten.  

Asia has become more prominent with its economic power and development, and the data 
show that this will continue to grow.  According to World Economic Forum Next year, in 
purchasing power parity (PPP) terms, Asian economies will become larger than the rest of  
the world combined for the first time since the 19th century. Not only is Asia growing richer; 
as it becomes more integrated, it is also merging as a constructive force for global 
governance.  

Not only economic data, but the population power of  the world has shifted to the East.  
In the light of  all these evaluations, Asian countries and peoples should be equally and fairly 
represented in international decision-making mechanisms, as they deserve. The obstacles to 
this must be removed. Today and tomorrow civil society must be aware of  the role of  
Asia.Because the future of  the world will be shaped with Asia. Cojep will continue to explain 
the potential of  Asia to the world with this event and the following events. 

https://www.ft.com/content/520cb6f6-2958-11e9-a5ab-ff8ef2b976c7
https://www.ft.com/content/520cb6f6-2958-11e9-a5ab-ff8ef2b976c7


MR. CELIL YILMAZ, GENERAL SECRETARY OF COJEP INTERNATIONAL 

COJEP International (Council for Justice, Equality and 
Peace), with headquarters in Strasbourg and offices in 
14 countries in Europe, is a non-governmental 
organization. As an institution which works for human 
r i g h t s, d e m o c ra cy, i n t e rc u l t u ra l re l at i o n s, 
multiculturalism, common life, education for all and 
citizenship and the f ight against racism and 
discrimination.  

 To take attention against injustice in the world and in 
International organizations, Cojep launched the project 
«Take action for multiculturalism ! Do something for a 
just world!».  

The project plans a campaign, which will last for 3 years, was started in 2019 with the theme 
of  « Africa year ».  During 2019, conferences were hold with many African non-governmental 
organizations and specially with Pan African League UMOJA who have a representation in 14 
African countries.  

The second year of  our campaign to « Take action for multiculturalism ! Do something for a 
just world! » began at UNESCO on the 16th of  January 2020. Different events during 2020 will 
be organized at European Parliament, Council of  Europe, the United Nations in Geneva and 
the United Nations in New York. Those events will be organized with important civil society 
organizations of  Asia and will be realized with the participations of  activist, academics and 
politicians.  

With the Year of  America and Europe in 2021, the first phase of  our three-year « Take action 
for multiculturalism ! Do something for a just world!» campaign will be completed. At the end 
of  the third year, we will form a global NGO FORUM for global justice with our associations 
from Africa, Asia, America and Europe working together for a fair world.  

I will end with a quote from Nelson Mandela :  “We can change the world and make it a better 
place. It is in your hands to make a difference. Sometimes it falls upon a generation to be 
great. You can be that great generation. Let your greatness blossom.”  



EXECUTIVE GALA DINNER :  
Place: Ambassador Grill, Hilton Millenium Hotel United Nations Plaza.  

Cojep and Fowpal organized an important Gala dinner with the participation of  more than 70 
people including members of  the American congresses and senates and important 
diplomats. 

Mr. Ali Gedikoglu President of  Cojep 
International.  

 

Mr. Dr. Hong Tao- Tze, President of  Fowpal.  







 

COJEP AWARDS CEREMONY  

In order to make the world aware of  the needs of  a fairer world, Cojep delivered its "justice 
and freedom" prize to important personalities such as members of  the Congress and the 
United States Senate or diplomats present at these two events: 

1.  The Honorable New York State Member of  Parliament Philip Ramos. 
2.  The president of  the Fowpal foundation, Dr. Hong Tao-Tze. 
3.   The mayor of  the union city New Jersey Ms. Michelle Delesfort. 
4.   The Honorable Dr. Bishop Bryan D. Williams, expert on Asian issues. 
5.   The president of  the foundation of  a drug-free world, Dr. Bernard Fialkoff. 
6.   Dr. Bishop Himrod Ambroise. 
7.   Dr. Samarth Joseph, President Hope Youth Program. 
8.   Dr. Bernard Georges, Founder New Bridges for Haitan Success. 

Cojep international is a movement for justice and peace in the world! 





COJEP AWARDS CEREMONY For Members of  Cojep international (2) 

Members of  the Cojep international and  received  mayoral testimonial resolution from the 
TOWNSHIP of  Union mayor, Ms. Michele Delisfort,  senatorial proclamation from New York 
State Senator David Carlucci, 38th Senate District, Honoring them for their Exemplary 
service in their community  and the whole world as well.  

They also received  official awards from two governors offices: a special Recognition from 
Governor of  the State of  Rhode Island, Gina M. Raimondo, one  special recognition from the 
State of  Rhode Island and Providence Plantation Lieutenant governor Daniel J. MCKEE, one 
from a secretary of  state of  Rhode island and Providence, Nellie M. Forbes; one Proclamation 
from the Town of  North Hempstead signed by Supervisor Judi Bosworth and Nine (9) council 
members:  one proclamation from Senator Anna M. Kaplan, 7th Senate District, one 
proclamation from Senator Kevin Parker,  21st  Senate District, one proclamation from 
 Assemblyman Phillip Ramos,  Deputy Majority Leader,  New York State assembly and a 
plaque from a member of  the civil society, Dr. Samarth Joseph. 



PHOTOS EVENT UNITED NATIONS  





PERSONS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE EVENT ORGANIZATION’S 

Ms. Sati ARIK 
Coordinator of  international relations 

COUNCIL OF EUROPE - OSCE - FRA 
sati9658@gmail.com  

+336 19 01 31 46

Mr. Hugues Sanon 
Coordinator of  international relations 
UNITED NATIONS (NEW-YORK) 
huguesanimator@yahoo.com 
+1 (862) 438-6690

mailto:sati9658@gmail.com
mailto:huguesanimator@yahoo.com


LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL PRESS PUBLICATIONS  

1. http://www.apimages.com/search?
query=FOWPAL+Conference+at+UN+in+NYC&entitysearch=&st=kw&ss=10&allFilters=&toItem=10
0&orderBy=Newest&page=1

2. http://www.apimages.com/search?
query=FOWPAL+Gala+Dinner+in+NYC&entitysearch=&st=kw&ss=10&allFilters=&toItem=100&ord
erBy=Newest&page=1

3. http://www.bta.bg/en/gallery/image/6494256

4. http://www.bta.bg/en/gallery/image/6494247

5. http://www.bta.bg/en/gallery/image/6494212

6. http://www.bta.bg/en/gallery/image/6494207

7. http://www.bta.bg/en/gallery/image/6494238

WEBCASTING ON THE WEBSITE OF UNITED NATIONS  

http://webtv.un.org/live/watch/for-a-fairer-world-tackling-homelessness-in-asia-social-protection-
necessity-and-insufficiency-csocd58-side-event/6133944485001/?term=

http://www.apimages.com/search?query=FOWPAL+Conference+at+UN+in+NYC&entitysearch=&st=kw&ss=10&allFilters=&toItem=100&orderBy=Newest&page=1
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http://www.bta.bg/en/gallery/image/6494256
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http://webtv.un.org/live/watch/for-a-fairer-world-tackling-homelessness-in-asia-social-protection-necessity-and-insufficiency-csocd58-side-event/6133944485001/?term=
http://webtv.un.org/live/watch/for-a-fairer-world-tackling-homelessness-in-asia-social-protection-necessity-and-insufficiency-csocd58-side-event/6133944485001/?term=


The MEETINGS WITH CIVIL SOCIETY  

A first meeting and meeting with Madame Yiling Li, Vice-resident of  the NGO The Voice of  
Chinese Monthly, discussion about cultural events at Unesco, promoting culture as a vector 
of  peace. Discussion about the presentation and explanation of  the current «skil road»  
project in international organizations. 

A second meeting organized in the presence of  Mrs. Sally Kader, President International 
Federation for Peace and Sustainable Development.  




